
SURFACES OF FINITE DOMAIN RANK

RICHARD J. TONDRA

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that a surface has finite do-

main rank if and only if it is homeomorphic to a domain of a com-

pact or closed surface.

1. Introduction. In this paper, the main result of [l] is extended

to surfaces (connected 2-manifolds) with boundary. The principal

problem is to find necessary and sufficient conditions which assure

that a surface of finite genus with boundary has finite domain rank.

As in [l], a surface M without boundary is called closed if M is

compact; otherwise, M is called open. A compact surface will always

mean a surface with boundary which is compact.

2. Proof of the main results. As in [l], if M is a compact surface,

let g(M) denote the genus of M. For any surface M, the orientation

number of M, denoted by p(M), is defined by p(M) = 1 if M is orient-

able and p(M) = 0 otherwise. For an arbitrary surface M, define the

genus of M, g(M), by

g(M) = sup{g(K):Kis a compact surface, KQM, andp(iC) = p(M)\.

lip(M) = 0, define the orientable genus of M, og(M), by

og(Af) = sup{g(K): K is a compact surface, K C M, p(K) = l}.

Clearly, g(M)=g(int M). Therefore it follows from Theorem 2.8

of [l] that int M has finite domain rank if and only if g(M) is finite.

However, it is not necessarily true that DR(Af) (domain rank of M)

is finite when g(M) is finite. Let

M = R* - ( U  G.)

where

Gi - {(*, y) E R2:(x - i)2 + y2 <0/4)2}.

Then M is a surface with boundary, g(M) =0, but DR(Af) is clearly

infinite.

It follows from Theorem 2.8 of [l] that any surface M with finite

genus is homeomorphic to a subset of some closed surface. However,
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it may not be homeomorphic to a domain (open, connected subset)

of any closed or compact surface.

Definition 2.1. Let M, N be surfaces, A a subset of M. An em-

bedding / of A into N is called proper if f(Af~\bd if)Cbd N and

/(¿HM M) =/G4)Mbd N.
It is easily established that if M, N are surfaces, D a domain of

M, and/ a proper embedding of D into N, then f(D) is a domain of N.

Let -M" be a closed surface; {Bj\l1=x a disjoint collection of 2-cells in

M, t>0; p, q, and r nonnegative integers such that p + q-j-r=t; and

iiqy^O, let F be a finite set of points in M such that FQ QJjÍ%+i bd B>)

and Fi\ bd Bs9*0,p + 1 újúp + q. Let
,4=0 if £ = 0and -4=UJ-j int .By if p>0;
B = 0iiq = OandB = (U;í*+1 int By)UFif q>0; and
C=0 if r = 0and C= Uj=P+a+1 By if r>0.

Let the surface M (p, q, r, F) be defined by

M(p, q,r,F) = M - (AU BKJ C).

Remark. It is easily established that if p'>p or p'+q'>p-\-q, then

there is no proper embedding of M(p', q', r', F') into M(p, q, r, F).

Theorem 2.2. // M is a surface, DR(M)<<x>, then M is homeo-

morphic to a domain of a compact or closed surface. Conversely, if M

is a compact or closed surface of genus n -with p boundary components,

then

DR(M) = (ip + 2)(p + l)/2)(« + [(« - 1)/2](1 - p(M)) + 1).

Proof, (a) Let M be a surface, DR(M) < oo. If M is compact or

closed, then the result follows trivially. If M is open, the result

follows from Corollary 2.9 of [l]. Therefore, it may be assumed that

M is a. noncompact surface with boundary. Since DR(Af)<<»,

clearly bd M can have at most a finite number p, p^O, of compo-

nents which are 1-spheres. Since DR(üf) < o, it follows from [l ] that

DR(int M)<*> and therefore g(M)=g(int M) < <x>. Let N be a

closed surface such that g(N) =g(M) and f(N) =p(M). There exists

a sequence  {Lj}]°-1 of compact surfaces contained in M such that

(i) M=öJ"L1Lj;
(ii) Lj contains all components of bd M w hich are 1-spheres, j^ 1 ;

(iii) LjQiLj+i, j^l, where iLj+1 denotes the point set interior oi

Ly+i in M;

(iv) each component of L/^bd M is a 1- tell or a 1-sphere, j^ 1;

and

(v) Lj^NisU)), where N(s(j))=N(s(j), 0, 0, 0) and s(j)>p,

j^i (= denotes topological equivalence).
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For each j^i, let q(j) be the number of components of bd L}

which have nonempty intersection with bd M, but which do not

meet bd M in a 1-sphere. Without loss of generality, we may assume

that q(j) = s, s a fixed integer for all j ^ 1 or that q(j+1) > q(j) for all

jïï 1. If the latter were true, there would exist a sequence of domains

{Dj}*.!, iLj = Dj=N(p, q(j), r(j), Fj). Since DR(M ) < °o, it follows

that there exist integers u, v, 1 ^u<v, such that Du and Dv have a

common generator. Since there is a proper embedding /„ of Lv (con-

sidered as a subset of M) into M such that/„(!,,,) QiLv, it follows that

there exists a proper embedding g of Dv into Du. However, this con-

tradicts the remark above. Therefore, the former must always hold.

Since Lj = N(s(j)) and q(j)=s f°r all j^l, it follows that for all

j'^1, Lj+i—iLj is a disjoint collection {A^}^ of compact surfaces

of genus zero such that M^HiLj is a 1-sphere or 1-cell for 1 ̂ i^a(J).

Therefore, it follows that any proper embedding/,- of L¡ into N(p-\-s)

can be extended to a proper embedding/3+1 of Lj+1 into N(p+s).

Since there does exist a proper embedding /x of L\ (considered as a

subset of M) into N(p+s), a proper embedding/of M into N(p-\-s) is

easily constructed. Since/(M) is a domain of N(p+s), the result is

established.

(b) Let Q(n, p, p) denote a closed or compact surface which has

genus n, orientation number p and p boundary components. For

M=Q(n, p, p), set

a{M) = ((p + 2)(p + l)/2)(« + [(« - 1)/2](1 - p) + 1).

If p = 0, N = Q(n, p, 0), it follows from Theorem 2.8 of fl] that

DR(N)=a(N). Thus we may assume that M = Q(n, p, p), pt 1. Set

W = {(k, p):Q(k, p, 1) is embeddable in M = Q(n, p, p)}.

It follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 of [l ] that W has

»+[(»- 1)/2](1 - p) + 1
elements. Let

V = {(s, t):s, t are nonnegative integers, 0 ^ í + t ^ p\.

For each pair (&, p)GIf and (5, i) G V let

£>[*, p; s, t] = <2p(í, <, 1, F)

where Qtp = Q(k, p, 0) and F is a finite set of points with exactly t

elements. Then D[k, p; s, t] is homeomorphic to a proper domain of

M. If a domain G generates both D[k, p; s, t] and D[k', p'; s', t'], then
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it follows from Lemma 2.5 of [l] and the above remark that k = k',

p=p\ s = s', and t = t'. Therefore DR(M) =a(M).

Now suppose that D is a proper domain of M=Q(n, p, p). Then

Z> = Uy11 Lj where for .7=1, Lj is a compact surface contained in M,

LjQiL]+i, LjHibd M is empty or each component of LjC\bd M is a

1-sphere or 1-cell, and Lj=Q(k, p, r¡), (k, p)£W. For each pair

(k, p)EW and (s, t)QV, let Q* = Q(k, p, 0) with {By},sti a disjoint

collection of 2-cells in Q* (this is an empty collection if s+¿ = 0). Let

A= {0}W{l/ra:« is a positive integer} with the induced topology

of the real line. Let A0 = A, AoCÇ^-i^'i'i By) and if t^O, let A¡=A,
ylyCbd By, for 5 + 1 =j = s+i. Set

G(k, p; s, t) = q1 - j ( U int BA \j(   U   Aj J \J ¿0].

For i=l, let ed L, = Lj—iL¡ (iL¿ denotes the point set interior of

Lj relative to M). For any j = 1, let L* denote the space obtained by

attaching ed LyX [0, l] to L¡ via the map e:ed LyX {o}—>Ly where

c(x, 0)=3C, xGed Lj. Consider ed LyX [O, l] and L¡ as embedded in

L} in the usual way. Since LjÇ_iLj+i, there is an embedding fj'L¡

—*iLj+í such that fj(x)=x, xÇzLj, and

/y(ed Lj X [0, 1]) Pi bd M = /y((ed Lj H bd M) X [0, l]).

Let Ly=/y(Ly ). For fixed j, let r be the number of components of

bd M which are contained in L¡ and let {¿>9}j=1 be the components

of bd Lj which have nonempty intersection with bd M but which do

not intersect in a 1-sphere. Then it follows from the remark preceding

Theorem 2.2 that O^r+s^p. If s = l, then for l=g=s, let Eq be

a component of Lj!~\bd M which is a 1-cell, EqC.Sq, and let E'q be

the 1-cell component of Ljf~\bd M such that EqCE'q. Then there

exist subsets ^40» A[, ' ' ' > A't such that A'0(Z(iL'j — Lj)ÍMnt M and

for l=g = s, AqC{iL',r\E'a)-Eq. Since Lj = Q(k, p, r,), (¿, p)EW,

for properly chosen {^4¿}?=0, the domain G¡ of Af defined by Gj = L'¡

— (ed Z,jW(UJ=0 A'q)) is homeomorphic to G(£, p; r, s). Therefore

i)=UJl1Gy where for all j—1, GyCGy+i- Since there are precisely

a(ikf) choices for the domains \Gj}™=1 (up to homeomorphism), it

follows that DR(M)^a(M) and therefore DR(M)=a(M) and the

result is established.
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